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Grey House Publishing announces the 67th Edition of
Books in Print
Grey House Publishing is proud to announce the 67th edition of Books in Print. For
over 50 years, Books in Print has served the library and book trade communities as the
definitive bibliographic resource. This fully-updated edition features more than 401,000 new
titles and more than 471,000 new ISBNs, to offer unparalleled coverage of the full range of
books currently published or distributed in the United States.
Books in Print contains more than 1.6 million active titles published from 2007 and on,
along with millions of active ISBNs representing more than 75,000 US publishers.
Entries include title, author, editor, translator, volumes, pages, language, publication
year, price, ISBN, imprint and publisher. All editions and bindings are listed, including
hardcover, paperbound, library binding, perfect binding, board books, spiral binding, text
editions, teachers’ and student editions, workbooks, lab manuals and supplements. Three
indexes (title, author, publisher name, and wholesaler and distributor) allow the user to find
titles and publishers quickly and easily.
Books in Print is the standard in its field. Acquisitions librarians, cataloging librarians
and book stores in need of bibliographic information will all benefit from this important
resource. It is a must in keeping pace with the hundreds of thousands of changes happening in
the publishing industry each year.
Also available are two companion titles to Books in Print: Books in Print Supplement
and Subject Guide to Books in Print.
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Books in Print Supplement is a mid-year supplement that provides the latest book
publishing updates for the past six months. This resource is crucial in ensuring that libraries
and bookstores have access to the most accurate information throughout the year.
Subject Guide to Books in Print gives the library cataloger a master subject reference to
titles, authors, publishers, wholesalers, and distributors in the United States. This important
reference makes easy work of locating all of the in-print titles within a particular subject area.
__________________________________________________________________________
Books in Print, 67th edition
7-Volume Hardcover ISBN: 978-1-61925-367-4 | 18,000 Pages
Pub. Date: August 2014
Price: $1,265
Subject Guide to Books in Print, 58th edition
6-Volume Hardcover ISBN: 978-1-61925-375-9 | 15,400 Pages
Pub. Date: August 2014
Price: $925
Books in Print Supplement
3-Volume Hardcover ISBN: 978-1-61925-081-9 | 8,400 Pages
Pub. Date: February 2014
Price: $725

